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Abstract
Spectrally accurate solutions of the Stokes problem have been computed with (nite volume preconditioning
of a Chebyshev collocation method. It has been validated on two analytical test cases and applied to the
resolution of the Navier–Stokes equations in a deformed-driven cavity con(guration. This numerical tool is
ready for application to &ows with deformed free surface.
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1. Introduction
Spectral methods are well recognized for their ability to supply physically relevant numerical
incompressible &ows, with accurate determination of transition thresholds and bifurcation diagrams.
However, their use is limited to con(gurations with boundary conditions imposed on simple or, better,
orthogonal and (xed geometries. They are currently used for analyzing con(ned &ows. Involved for
many years in the numerical analysis of a side-heated liquid bridge, two of the authors have pointed
out [5] how important is the intrinsic accuracy of the numerical tool for obtaining convincing results.
But natural and industrial con(gurations raise interesting &uid mechanics problems which cannot
be modelled with orthogonal geometries, although deserving to be studied with spectral numerical
experiments. The challenge is undoubtedly to get accurate free surface numerical &ows. The present
paper reports encouraging results obtained with a deformed-driven cavity, a (rst step towards more
diCcult situations.
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A (nite volume approach is proposed. Driven by a spectral computation of residuals, it is iteratively
applied until a prede(ned accuracy criterion is obtained. The Navier–Stokes equations are solved with
a classical time marching procedure, the nonlinear and diKusion terms being, respectively, explicitly
and implicitly treated in time. The Stokes solver is therefore the corner stone of the numerical
results quality. A speci(c velocity–pressure uncoupling method is used, without splitting the Stokes
operator. As shown in [6] this is the requirement to ensure that the numerical decoupling of the
pressure and velocity (elds is consistent with the uncoupled continuous problem, in contrast to the
usual time splitting approaches.
Results on the numerical eCciency of this strategy will be presented, as well as on the in&uence the
geometry of the con(nement can have on the &ows. The method has been applied to two analytical
test cases and next to a deformed-driven cavity con(guration.
2. Solving the Laplace equation in curvilinear coordinates
2.1. Laplace equation in the physical space
Let us consider the two-dimensional domain D={(x; y);−f(y)6 x6f(y);−16y6 1}, with f
a chosen function of y, enjoying adequate diKerentiability properties. The most general con(guration,
where the x-extension of the domain is bounded by diKerent functions of y, could equally be treated
here. The scalar (eld u(x; y) is searched as the solution of the Laplace equation
Mu= S(x; y) in D
with the general boundary conditions that the (nite volume approach allows to handle, namely
±h (y)u(x; y) + 	
±
h (y)
@u(x; y)
@n
= ±h (y) at x =±f(y); (1a)
±v (x)u(x; y) + 	
±
v (x)
@u(x; y)
@n
= ±v (x) at y =±1; (1b)
where n stands for the outward normal direction. The functions  and 	 are assumed to preserve
the ellipticity of the problem.
2.2. Coordinate transform and associated metrics
A coordinate transform is used for going from the (x; y) physical space D to the (; ) compu-
tational domain R = {(; );−16 6 1;−16 6 1}, where Chebyshev spectral methods can be
used. In this case, (x; y) = x=f(y) and (y) = y. The metrics matrix of the transformation is given
by
gij =
1
x2
∣∣∣∣∣
x2 + 1 −xx
−xx x2
∣∣∣∣∣
with indices denoting partial derivations to be spectrally evaluated. In our case they are
x = f(); y = 0;
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x = f′(); y = 1:
The Laplace operator in R is then de(ned by
Mu=
1√|g|
[
@
@
(√
|g|g11 @u
@
+
√
|g|g12 @u
@
)
+
@
@
(√
|g|g21 @u
@
+
√
|g|g22 @u
@
)]
(2)
with |g| the determinant of the transform covariant matrix [1]. Here it reads |g| = (x())2. The
boundary conditions (1a) and (1b), respectively, become
±h ()u(; ) + 	
±
h ()
(
±h (; )
@u(; )
@
+ ’±h (; )
@u(; )
@
)
= ±h (); =±1; (3a)
±v (; )u(; ) + 	
±
v (; )
(
±v (; )
@u(; )
@
+ ’±v (; )
@u(; )
@
)
= ±v (; ); =±1: (3b)
The functions ±h (; ), ’
±
h (; ), 
±
v (; ) and ’
±
v (; ), are evaluated from the coordinate change
and take into account the projection of @u=@x and @u=@y on the outward normals n. They read
±h (; ) =
1
x
(
±1 + x
2


)
; ’±h (; ) =
x

;
±v (; ) =−
x
x
; ’±v (; ) = 1:
2.3. Space discretization
Control volumes are de(ned from the Gauss–Lobatto collocation points
j =−cos
(
j
M
)
; j∈{0; : : : ; M};
i =−cos
(
i
N
)
; i∈{0; : : : ; N};
where M and N are the cut-oK frequencies in each direction. They are rectangles whose corners
are the nodes of the staggered grid ˆj = (j + j−1)=2 and ˆi = (i + i−1)=2. Integrating the Laplace
equation (2) on an internal control volume yields∫ ˆi
ˆi−1
(√
|g|
[
g11
@u
@
+ g12
@u
@
])∣∣∣∣
ˆj
ˆj−1
d+
∫ ˆj
ˆj−1
(√
|g|
[
g21
@u
@
+ g22
@u
@
])∣∣∣∣
ˆi
ˆi−1
d
=
∫ ˆi
ˆi−1
∫ ˆj
ˆj−1
√
|g|S(; ) d d: (4)
The spectral and (nite volume integro-diKerential operators are de(ned in [3,7], respectively.
Imposing the boundary conditions is straightforward. The Dirichlet conditions go directly to the
source term. For the Neumann boundary condition, taking for instance (3a) at = 1 = M , one has
@u
@
∣∣∣∣
=1
=
(
h ()− h() u(; )
	h ()h(; )
− ’h(; )
h(; )
@u
@
)∣∣∣∣
=1
: (5)
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Plugging (5) into relation (4) considered for the = 1 boundary cells gives∫ ˆi
ˆi−1
[(
−
√
|g|g11 h() u
	h ()h()
)∣∣∣∣
M
−
(√
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[
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@u
@
− g12 @u
@
])∣∣∣∣
ˆM−1
]
d
+
∫ M
ˆM−1
(√
|g|
[
g21
@u
@
+ g22
@u
@
])∣∣∣∣
ˆi
ˆi−1
d
=
∫ ˆi
ˆi−1
∫ M
ˆM−1
√
|g|S(; ) d d−
∫ ˆi
ˆi−1
(√
|g|g11 h ()
	h ()h()
)∣∣∣∣
M
d: (6)
An interesting consequence of adopting a weak formulation is that the boundary conditions are
explicitly taken into account in the continuous formulation of the problem, that is before its space
discretization.
2.4. Iterative resolution
The linear system, noted Lu = S, is solved with a Richardson iterative method preconditioned
by the (nite volume operator Lfv. An initial guess u(0) of the solution is chosen which gives an
initial residual r(0) = S − Lu(0), and z(0) = L−1fv r(0) is introduced. The classical Richardson method
reads u(n+1) = u(n) +  L−1fv r
(n), where the relaxation parameter  can be determined to optimize the
convergence rate. A more eCcient algorithm is proposed in [9]. It is based on a dynamical evaluation
of  and has been analyzed in [4]. It reads
(k) =
(r(k); Lz(k))
(Lz(k); Lz(k))
;
u(k+1) = u(k) + (k)z(k);
r(k+1) = r(k) − (k)Lz(k);
z(k+1) = L−1fv r
(k+1):
The linear system Lfvz(k+1)=r(k+1) can be solved quickly since the operator Lfv has a block-tridiagonal
structure for which very eCcient algorithms exist. However, the main computational cost is due to
the last line of this sequence.
2.5. Validation on analytical solutions
The method has been applied with two analytical test cases, one with a polynomial solution whose
degree is chosen to (ll the numerical spectrum, xM−1yN−1 + xM−2yN−2 − xM−3yN−3 + x2 + y2 − 2,
and the other with a trigonometric function sin(4x) sin(4y). The domain deformation is de(ned
by f(y)=1+Ad(1−y2), Ad measuring its amplitude. Dirichlet boundary conditions will be assumed
over this section.
At (rst, the case of a nondeformed domain, Ad = 0, has been tested. Fig. 1 presents the max-
imum residual value ‖r(k)‖∞ as a function of k, the iteration number, obtained for the Laplace
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Fig. 1. Nondeformed domain: ‖r(k)‖∞ as a function of k, the iteration number, for the Laplace (diKerent mesh re(nements)
and Helmholtz (constant h= N 4=10) operators.
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Fig. 2. Nondeformed domain: total number of iterations necessary to reach ‖r(k)‖∞ = 10−12, as a function of the M = N
mesh re(nement.
and Helmholtz problems, solved for the trigonometrical function. The quantity ‖f‖∞ is the maximum
absolute value of the nodal evaluations of f. The numerical solution was computed on the grids
indicated in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 shows the number of iterations that was required to reach the convergence
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Fig. 3. ‖r(k)‖∞ as a function of the number of iterations for diKerent Ad, M × N = 612, trigonometrical test function.
criterion ‖r(k)‖∞ = 10−12, as a function of the nodes number. Improving the numerical description
of a nonpolynomial solution speeds up the iterative process.
Fig. 3 presents convergence results for the trigonometrical test function with deformed geometries
whose parameter Ad ranges from 0 to 1. The number of iterations which are necessary to reach
‖r(k)‖∞ = 10−12 increases slowly with Ad until Ad = 0:4 where 20 iterations are required. Past this
value, it quickly increases. Convergence of the solutions with the mesh re(nement has been checked.
This method can now be used for applications in &uid dynamics.
3. The Stokes problem
3.1. The projection–diAusion algorithm
A projection–diKusion method [2] is used to uncouple the velocity and pressure (elds. Its main
feature is that this uncoupling does not depend on the time discretization, in contrast with the
time-splitting schemes which thereby are nonconsistent with the continuous problem [6]. The scheme
is brie&y presented now. The nondimensional mass and momentum balance equations are
@v
@t
− 1
Re
Mv =−∇p+ F; (7a)
∇ · v = 0; (7b)
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where p and v = u ex + v ey are, respectively, the pressure and velocity (elds, Re is the Reynolds
number and F stands for the nonlinear term (v ·∇)v assumed to be explicitly evaluated in time.
Taking the divergence of (7a) yields
Mp=∇ · F:
In the originally proposed method, no boundary conditions are needed to compute the pressure (eld
which turns out to be solution of a slightly diKerent Poisson equation. Here, a modi(ed but equivalent
[6] boundary treatment is adopted, by projecting (7a) on the outward normal vector n:
n ·∇p=
(
−@v
@t
+ F+
1
Re
Mv
)
· n;
in which the term Mv is decomposed according to Mv =∇(∇ · v) −∇ ×∇ × v. It is evaluated
in time by impliciting ∇ · v = 0 and extrapolating, at second order, ∇ ×∇ × v. This Neumann
boundary condition is directly included in the operator, as the term of Eq. (5) with ±h = 0 and
±v =0 is included in (4). Once the pressure is known, the velocity can be computed as the solution
of the Helmholtz problem (M − h)v = F where h depends on the time discretization scheme. The
second-order temporal discretization of (7a) is based on an Adams–Bashforth extrapolation for F
and an implicit backward Euler for diKusion [6].
3.2. The deformed-driven cavity problem
The algorithm has been implemented to solve the Navier–Stokes problem for a Newtonian &uid
(of kinematic viscosity # and density $) con(ned in a deformed-driven cavity of height 2L. The &ow
is driven by the upper solid plate (y=L) which slides from left to right at constant velocity U . The
lower plate (y=−L) is (xed, as well as the lateral solid boundaries located at x=f(y)=±L(1+Ad(1−
[y=L]2)), Ad de(ning the imposed deformation amplitude. The problem is made nondimensional with
L, U , L2=# and $U 2 as space, velocity, time and pressure scales, respectively. This model presents two
singularities at the upper corners. They are suppressed by regularizing the nondimensional velocity
of the lid according to u(x; y=1)=(1−x8)2 [2,8]. All the computations led to steady solutions. The
criterion for steadiness, based on the vorticity (eld !, was ‖!n+1 − !n‖∞=(‖!n+1‖∞Mt)6 10−6.
As (rst results, the convergence history of the Navier–Stokes solver is characterized by Fig. 4. It
presents the Richardson iteration numbers that were required to reach ‖r(k)‖∞ =10−12 for p, u and
v as functions of the time step number, for Re=100 and Ad =−0:3. The computations were carried
out with a dimensionless time step of 10−2, and started at Re = 1. The converged (elds at any
time are used to initialize the system to solve at the next time. The (rst 500 time steps are rather
expensive since they need from 5 to 10 iterations. The number of iterations however decreases until
reaching 2; 3 after 2500 time steps. This can still be improved by applying a continuation procedure
which makes the computational cost at each time step only twice, or less, that of the (nite volume
direct solver, to end up with a spectrally accurate solution in deformed geometry.
The &ows obtained with three geometrical con(gurations de(ned by Ad=−0:3; 0:0; 0:3 are presented
in Fig. 5 for the sampled values of the Reynolds number, Re = 1; 100; 400; 800; 1500. In addition
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Fig. 4. Number of Richardson’s iterations needed to solve the pressure and velocity (elds as functions of time (Mt=10−2)
for the driven cavity, Ad =−0:3 and Re = 100.
to the size of the MoKatt recirculating cells, present in the lower corners at any value of Re, the
topology of the &ow itself is very sensitive to the domain shape. For Ad =−0:3, the &ow splits up
into two main cells at low Re.
With Ad = 0:3 the main cell stretches the left recirculating cell whose size increases quickly with
Re up to reach almost the moving lid at Re = 1500.
These preliminary results show the sensitivity of the driven cavity &ows to deformations of the
lateral boundaries. Further studies will be made to characterize their eKects more precisely.
4. Conclusion
Laplace and Helmholtz problems have been solved with a Chebyshev spectral collocation weak
formulation method, preconditionned by a (nite volume operator. It allows the computation of &ows
in deformed geometries (or non-Boussinesq &ows) with spectral accuracy at a computational cost
comparable to the cost of a (nite precision method.
Two analytical test cases have been used for validation. Results have shown that the number of
iterations for convergence was rather unsensitive to deformations of moderate amplitudes (Ad6 0:4)
and a decreasing function of the mesh re(nement. The weak formulation allows a direct implemen-
tation of general boundary conditions.
The case of a deformed-driven cavity has been solved using a projection–diKusion algorithm
for pressure/velocity uncoupling. Flows are very sensitive to the imposed deformation, leading to
topologically diKerent solutions. A more detailed study of its eKect on the transition to unsteadiness
of the &ows remains an area of further research.
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Fig. 5. Streamfunction contours for Re=1; 100; 400; 800; 1500 and the deformations, from left to right, Ad =−0:3; 0:0; 0:3,
(N ×M) = (71× 71).
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